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Magnetic sources from vertical magnetic anomalies
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Four vertical magnetic anomaly profiles (along a total length ot 1124 km) across the Pan
nonian basin of Hungary were digitized for this study using 1 km spacing. The profile data were sam
pled in 31 km and 127 km sections for determining the depths to magnetic sources, using power 
density spectra at intervals of 5 km for the shorter sections and 10 km for the longer. All profiles 
show a shallow layer bracketed by a horizon about 2 km deep and another about 4 to 5 km deep tor 
the 31 km sections. For the 127 km sections a second layer was found with an upper surface or hori
zon between 6 and 16 km deep —  but rising as high as 4 km —  and a lower horizon which locally 
is as deep as 25 km. The greatest depth probably represents the depth of the Curie point temperature. 
The lower layer is offset where major tectonic lines (generally deep faults) intersect the magnetic 
profiles, a fact indicated by magnetic techniques showing that the tectonic lines extend through the 
upper crust in Hungary.

The depths obtained using current spectral analysis are compared with results o f other studies 
using related techniques such as areal depth averaging, depth determinations using magnetic anom
aly slopes, and magnetotellurie methods. The results for the shallow horizons coincided with the re
sults of the other studies, a fact that lends considerable confidence to the findings with the deeper 
horizons.
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1. Introduction

Hungary, an east-central European nation of 93,030 km2, is sur
rounded by Austria, Slovakia, Ukraine, Romania, Yugoslavia, Croatia, and 
Slovenia (Fig. 1). The geology of Hungary has been summarized by 
KŐRÖSSY [1964], WEIN [ 1969], BALOGH and KŐRÖSSY [ 1974], BÉRCZI et 
al. [1981], and FÖLDVÁRY [1988]. A brief résumé of the geology is pre
sented and summarized in Figures 2, 3 and 4. These three figures also show 
the probable sources of the magnetic anomalies that are the principal theme 
of this paper.

<• 1 A

Geologically, Hungary lies in the centre of the Pannonian basin, which 
is enclosed in the north, east, and southeast by the arc of the Carpathian 
Mountains, in the northwest by the Eastern Alps, and in the southwest by 
the Dmaric Alps. Within Hungary itself, three main tectonic phases can be 
distinguished. These are (1) the pre-Neogene phase which includes all 
pre-Miocene rocks, (2) the early and middle Miocene phase, and (3) the 
late Miocene and younger phase.
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Figure 2 illustrates the tectonic pattern of the pre-Tertiary (mainly 
pre-Neogene) rocks of the oldest tectonic phase. These rocks, which range 
in age from Proterozoic to Early Cretaceous, lie in zones or belts that ac
quired their present form during the Austrian (mid-Cretaceous) and Savi an 
(mid-Tertiary ) phases of Alpine tectogenesis. Nearly all of the pre-Tertiary 
belts strike east-northeast-west-southwest or northeast-southwest. 
KŐRÖS S Y [1964] grouped them into seven major structural blocks or zones 
(units I-VII, Figure 2). Each of the structural units has a unique geological 
history. The boundaries separating them are major (first-order) tectonic 
lines, many of them fault zones. Less important (second- and third-order) 
tectonic lines are within the blocks and separate the various subdivisions of 
each block. RUMPLER and HORVÁTH [1988] described the nature of the 
various tectonic lines.

Figure 3 is an isopach map of the early and middle Miocene sediments 
of the Hungarian part of the Pannonian basin. Several northeast-southwest 
depressions are present. These depressions developed in an extensive tec
tonic regime, and reflect the northeast-southwest structural grain in the 
pre-Miocene rocks underneath. Sedimentation rates during early to middle 
Miocene times were high, and reached approximately 5.3 m/1000 yr by the 
end of middle Miocene times.

Also shown in Figure 3 is the extent of the early Miocene volcanism. 
In general, volcanism took place in the fault-bounded depressions where 
the thickest sedimentary sections lie. During early Miocene (Burdigalian) 
times, rhyolitic tuffs accumulated. These comprise the dower rhyolite 
tuff’, or Gyulakeszi Volcanic Formation, of the literature During the latter 
part of early Miocene and middle Miocene times (Langhian-Serravallian), 
the ‘middle rhyolite tuff’ or Mátra Volcanic Formation accumulated. This 
volcanic unit includes widespread rhyodacite tuff and local extrusions of 
andesite, dacite, and rhyodacite. During late middle Miocene and early late 
Miocene times (late Serravallian-early Tortonian), the ‘upper rhyolite for
mation’ formed; this also is known as the Tokaj Volcanic Formation, a unit 
consisting of andesite and rhyolite.

Figure 4 is an isopach map of the post-middle Miocene rocks in the 
Hungarian part of the Pannonian basin. These rocks were originally called 
'Pannonian’ (sensu lato) in the literature. The thickness values indicate that
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the sedimentation rate tended to increase. The volcanic products are almost 
entirely basalt, and include the Kecel Basalt (late Miocene), the Tapolca 
Basalt Formation (late Miocene-Pliocene), and the Bár and Nógrád Basalts 
(Pliocene; NAGYMAROSY and MÜLLER [1988]). These basalts have been 
found in boreholes drilled on the Great Hungarian Plain (Figure 1). Vol
canic cones north of Lake Balaton are well known, they are found in holes 
drilled on the Little Hungarian Plain and they outcrop in northeastern Hun
gary. The basalts are found where the greatest subsidence took place and 
where the thickest sedimentary sections are located. They are a further 
manifestation of the dominant extensional tectonic regime.

The Vertical Magnetic Anomaly Map of Hungary, published by the 
Eötvös Loránd Geophysical Institute of Hungary in 1967 and compiled by 
HAÁZ and KOMÁROMY [1967] on a 1:200,000 scale, is the source for all the 
depth determinations presented here. The values contoured are accurate to 
± (5-10) nT. Figure 5 is a simplified version of theHAÁZ and KOMÁROMY 
map.

Vertical magnetic field intensity in Hungary ranges from about 
41,200 to 43,000 nT; the inclination ranges from 62° to 64.5°, and the dec
lination from 0° to 2° E.

This study presents the determinations of spectral energy density 
depth made on four profiles digitized from the vertical magnetic data along

Fig. 2. Tectonic sketch map o f the Tertiary basement complex of Hungary. Keys:
1— Kőszeg-Mihályi zone; II—Diósjenő-Salgótarján zone; III—Mid-Mountain zone; 
IV—Igal-Biikk zone; V—Mecsek-Central Plain zone; VI—Villány-Bihar zone; 
VII—Szeged-Békés zone. 1—First order tectonic lines; 2—Second order tectonic lines; 
3—Third order tectonic lines; 4—Outcrops; 5—Upper Cretaceous to Paleogene; 6—Upper 
Cretaceous; 7—Lower Cretaceous; 8—Jurassic; 9—Triassic; 10—Permian;
I I— Carboniferous; 12—Devonian; 13— Silurian; 14—Proterozoic to Early Paleozoic. 
[From BÉRCZI et al. 1981]. The locations are shown of Profiles-1, -2, -3, and -4,

<=> respectively
2. ábra. A magyarországi harmadidőszaki medencék tektonikai vázlata. 

Jelmagyarázat: I—Kőszeg-Mihályi zóna; II—Diósjenő-Salgótarján zóna;
III— Középhegységi zóna; IV—Igal-Bükk zóna; V—Mecsek-Alíőld zóna;
VT—Villány-Bihar zóna; VTI—Szeged-Békés zóna. 1—elsőrendű tektonikai vonal;
2— másodrendű tektonikai vonal; 3—harmadrendű tektonikai vonal; 4— kibukkanás; 
5—felső krétától paleogénig; 6—felső-kréta; 7—alsó-kréta; 8—jura; 9—triász; 
10—perm; 11—karbon, 12—devon, 13—szilur; 14—proterozóikumtól korai
paleozóikumig, [BÉRCZI etal. 1981]. Az ábra feltünteti az l-,2 -,3 - és4-szelvény helyzetét
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a total profile length of 1,124 km. The east-west Profile-1 located in south
ern Hungary is 347 km long; the northwest-southeast bearing Profiles-2, 
-3, and -4 are respectively 330, 240, and 207 km long. The locations of the 
four are shown in Figures 2 through 5; the vertical magnetic anomaly pro
files are presented in Figures 8 through 11.

2. Curie isotherm depth

The depth of the Curie isotherm is defined as the greatest depth at 
which the rocks are nonparamagnetic; that is, they contribute to the pro
duction of the magnetic anomalies. The Curie temperature —  which var
ies in the interval -150 °C -  578 °C [NACtATA and OZIMA 1967] —  is a 
function of mineral composition of the rocks. The titanomagnetites are the 
most common such minerals.

Different temperatures have been suggested as the value of the upper 
limit of the Curie isotherm: 560 °C by BHATTACHARYYA and LEU [1975b]; 
500 °C by BYERLY and STOLT [1977] based on seismic velocity, thermal, 
and magnetic properties of the rocks; between 520 and 560 °C by SHUEY et 
al. [1977]; from 5 0 0 - 6 0 0  °C by OKUBO et al. [1985].

If the average geothermal gradient of 30 to 50 °C/km determined in 
continental areas is assumed, then the depth of the Curie isotherm can be 
expected in the depth range of 10 to 20 km. Such depth determinations 
must be based on the consideration of only the largest magnetic anomalies. 
This requirement was emphasized by SPECTOR and GRANT [1970] and 
SHUEY et al. [1977]. From data published by DÖVÉNYI et al. [1983], the

Fig. 3. Isopaeh map of Miocene sediments. Key: 1— pre-Miocene outcrops; 
2—Pinchout of Miocene strata; 3—Boundary of Miocene volcanites; 4—Isopaeh contours 
of the Miocene formations; 5—Miocene volcanic rocks (mainly tuffs) o f considerable 
thickness. [From BÉRC.ZI et al. 1981]. The locations are shown o f Profiles-1,-2,-3, and -4, 

yi respectively
3. ábra. Miocén rétegek vastagság térképe. Jelmagyarázat: 1—pre-miocén 

kibukkanások; 2—kiékelődö miocén rétegek; 3—a miocén vulkánitok határa; 4—a 
miocén rétegek vastagságának izovonalai; 5—nagyobb vastagságú miocén vulkáni 
kőzetek (elsősorban tufák) [BÉRCZI et al. 1981]. Az ábra feltünteti az 1-, 2-, 3- és 
4-szelvény helyzetét
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average geothermal gradient in Hungary is 43 °C/km between the depths of 
1 and 3 km, and 33 °C/km between 3 and 5 km. If one uses the latter value, 
the Curie temperature beneath Hungary should be at about IB km. By ex
trapolation, then, the Curie temperature beneath Hungary cannot be higher 
than the values given above.

3. Profile spectrum

D eterm ination o f the param eters o f m agnetic sources based on the esti
m ate o f the power spectrum  has been discussed by SPECTOR and GRANT 
[1970], TREITEL et al. [1971], Gr e e n  [1972], BHATTACHARYYA and LEU 
[1975a], Cu r tis  and Ja in  [1975], H a h n  et al. [1976], Bh a t t a c h a r y y a  
and L e u  [1977], KIS andMESKÓ [1978], and AGOCS [1983].

Application of the spectral method in the case of isolated 2-D struc
tures was discussed by BHATTACHARYYA and LEU [1975a]. If the mag
netic anomalies may be produced by several sources, a statistical approach 
is required, and the method and equations suggested by SPECTOR and 
GRANT [1970], and GREEN [1972] can be applied. In the statistical ap
proach, the power density spectrum of the vertical magnetic anomalies on a 
profile can be produced by an ensemble of 2-D rectangular, vertical-sided 
parallelepipeds. The results of this kind of computations are the expecta
tions of parameters of the magnetic sources.

Each of the above-mentioned methods requires numerical computa
tion of the power density spectrum. OTNES and ENOCHSON [1978] summa
rized the application of the different numerical methods.

In the present study, the profiles were digitized using equidistant 1 km 
spacing. In the computations, the profiles were divided into sections of 32 
and 128 data points of 31 km and 127 km length. The central point of each 
sampled section is considered the reference point of the calculations. The

Fig. 4. Isopach map of the Pannonian sediments. Key: 1—Boundaries ot 
pre-Pannonian outcrops; 2—Isopach contours of the Pannonian sediments. [From BÉRCZI 

yi_ et al. 1981]. The locations are shown of Profiles-1, -2, -3, and -4, respectively 
'4"J  4. ábra. Pannon üledékek vastagság térképe. Jelmagyarázat: 1—pre-pannon

kibukkanások határa; 2—pannon üledékek vastagságának izovonalai [BÉRCZI et al. 1981]. 
Az ábra feltünteti az 1-, 2-, 3- és 4-szelvény helyzetét
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increased sampling length is required to determine the maximum depth ob
tainable, and to correlate depths with the Curie isotherm. The power den
sity spectrum of the vertical magnetic anomalies is calculated by the FFT 
algorithm summarized by B R IG H A M  [1974]. The spatial frequency incre
ments of the numerical calculated power density spectra are 1/32 and 1/128 
cycles/km. When determining the depths the uniform distribution of the 
parameters as suggested by SPECTOR and GRANT [1970], and G REEN  
[1972] was accepted.

Depth determinations were obtained from the slope of the straight 
lines fitted to the logarithmic power density spectra. The straight lines were 
fitted to the power density spectra by the least squares method by selecting 
parts of the spectra for the least squares fitting. It is assumed that the uncer
tainties are caused by the fluctuations of the power spectra. The depth ex
pectation (see Figures 8-11) is indicated by vertical bars specifying the 
standard error of the mean.

4. Interpretation

Previous interpretations

POSGAY [1962, 1967] made comprehensive depth determinations 
from the vertical magnetic anomalies deviating 30-40 nT from the sur
roundings. These show a broad central arch-like feature across the Pan
nonian basin with a depth range of 2-4 km. This central high zone is 
flanked on both the southeast, and on the west to northwest, by zones more 
than 8 km deep. POSGAY’s depth determinations for the magnetic sources 
are illustrated in Figure 6. As a consequence of the graphical depth deter
mination method which he used, the depths were considered to be approxi-

<=>

Fig. 5. Simplified version of the Vertical Magnetic Anomaly Map ot Hungary. From 
HAÁZ and KOMÁROMY [1967]. The locations are shown of Profiles-1, -2, -3, and -4. 
respectively.

5. ábra. A magyarországi vertikális mágneses anomália térkép egyszerűsített 
változata [HAÁZ és KOMÁROMY 1967]. Az ábra feltünteti az 1-, 2-, 3- és 4-szelvény 
helyzetét
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mate. In his general summary concerning the magnetic sources, POSGAY 
[1967] observed:

(1) The sources producing large-scale magnetic anomalies are in the 
Mesozoic -Paleozoic -Proterozoic metamorphic granitogenic crystalline 
basement; they lie in the depth range 3 to 7 km;

(2) Most magnetic anomalies are caused by Cenozoic eruptive vol
canic rock;

(3) Early to middle Miocene volcanic rocks have been found beneath 
younger sediments in many place so that the area of early to middle Mio
cene volcanics is much greater than indicated on the basis of surface out
crops; and

(4) Belts of Pliocene-Pleistocene volcanics are quite widely dis
tributed.

In another study KlS and MESKÓ [1978] used the power spectra on the 
Vertical Magnetic Anomaly Map of Hungary for depth determinations. 
They used a modification of the depth procedure discussed by SPECTOR 
and GRANT [1970]. This modification involves the radial spectral power 
density control which is determined by the average radial values and radial 
extent. The 2-D power spectral density was used to determine depths in 40 
cells, each 31 x 31 km, covering a large part of Hungary. Figure 7 shows 
the cell locations and the depths to the shallow and deep horizons. They 
show a maximum depth of slightly more than 4 km and a minimum of less 
than 2 km. The base shows a fairly wide range of depth, with deep values in 
the northwest (5.2 km), centre (4.2-4.9 km), and southeast (4.3-4.8 km).

Depth determinations of a conductive layer in the middle to the lower 
crust, based on magnetotelluric measurements, were presented by ADÁM et 
al. [1989]. Their depth determination is located near km 103 of Profile-4, 
their depth value is 17.4±5.1 km, and the temperature is approximately 
500 °C.

Fig. 6. Depth of the isolated magnetic sources [from POSGAY 1967]. The locations are
shown of Profiles-1, -2, -3, and -4, respectively. ................... „ О

6. ábra. Izolált mágneses hatók mélysége [P0SGA\ 1967]. Az ábra feltünteti az 1-,
3- és 4-szelvény helyzetét
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Fig. 7. Average depths of the magnetic sources in 31 31 km cells determined from
the logarithmic power density spectra. The upper numbers refer to the shallower, the lower 
numbers to the deeper sources. Cells where sources are on the surface and cells where the 

fields due to sources buried in noise are indicated. [From KlS and MESKÓ 1978]
7. ábra. 31x31 km blokkok adatainak logaritmikus teljesítmény spektrumából 

meghatározott mágneses hatók átlagmélysége. A blokkokban lévő felső számok a sekély, 
míg az alsó számok a mélyebben elhelyezkedő hatók mélységét jelöli km egységekben. 

Ahol a ható a felszínen található vagy zaj következtében a mélység nem határozható meg 
vonalkázás jelöli [KIS és MESKÓ 1978]

Present interpretation

This study made use of two magnetic anomaly sampling sections of 
lengths, 31 and 127 km, respectively. All profiles using the section length 
of 31 km reveal the presence of a shallow source layer whose top is about 
2 km deep and whose base is as deep as 5 km or slightly more. These results 
agree with those obtained by KlS and MESKÓ [1978]. These horizons de
tect basement depths. In Hungary the Proterozoic-Paleozoic crystalline
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rocks are generally considered the basement of the young basins which are 
filled with Miocene and younger layers. Some Tertiary sediments are com
monly found at the top of the basement together with Miocene tuff.

For the magnetic anomaly sampling section length of 127 km the spec
tral power reveals the presence at greater depths of an additional possible 
magnetic anomaly source. The depths of both the shallow and deep mag
netic anomaly source layers are plotted with vertical depth variation bars in 
Figures 8 through 11. At the right-hand side of each figure is a temperature 
-depth scale extrapolated from the 33 °C/km geothermal gradient pub
lished by DÖVÉNYI et al. [1983] for the Hungarian subsurface.

A significant result of the present investigations is that the known tec
tonic lines of Figure 2 extend downward into the upper crust. Heavy lines 
and dashed heavy lines in Figures 8-11 show the position of the principal 
tectonic lines and the interpretation of their downward continuations. The 
principal tectonic lines separate the major structural zones of the Pan
nonian basin; the thin lines are locations for second- and third-order tec
tonic lines. According to RUMPLER and HORVÁTH [1988], who character
ized these lines, the Rába, Balaton, and Kapos tectonic lines have the char
acteristics of strike-slip faults whose magnitude of displacement is uncon
strained. This is also true of the Békési tectonic line. In contrast, the 
Mecsekalja and Darnó tectonic lines are strike-slip zones where the 
amount of the displacement is well constrained. Beneath the Great Hungar
ian Plain, the tectonic lines are crossed by normal faults, thrust faults, and 
folds.

Discussion o f  individual profiles

Profile-1 {Figure 8) crosses three principal tectonic lines: the Kapos 
line (at km 95), the Mecsekalja line (at km 160), and the Békési line (at km 
220). The Transdanubian section (0-160 km) of this profile crosses several 
local basins as indicated by the depth oscillations (highs and lows) of the 
upper tier of vertical bars. Thus at km 80-90 the profile crosses the south
east-southwest elongated deep Nak trough, which is part of the Bükk-Igal 
zone (Figure 2). Between km 170 and km 200, the profile crosses the 
Kiskunhalas basin whose Mesozoic basement is cut by listric normal
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faults. The basin is filled with middle Miocene sediments that are overlain 
by late Miocene, Pannonian, and younger sediments [DANK 1988]. At km 
260 the profile crosses the Algyő anticline and, at 290 km, the Makó 
trough.

Profile-2 (Figure 9) crosses five major tectonic lines, the Rába at km 
60, the Balaton at km 140, the Kapos at km 180, the Mecsekalja at km 250, 
and the Békési at km 285. The profile shows the great depth to basement 
beneath the Little Hungarian Plain between km 2.5 and km 4.5. The profile 
located a pronounced high in the deeper section between km 80 and km 
110. This high coincides with the central part of the Transdanubian Central 
Range. This deep horizon high does not correlate with the depth to the Mo- 
horovicic discontinuity given by POSGAY et al. [1981]. The Transdanubian 
Central Range is a zone of complex structure whose origin is beyond the 
scope of the present paper; the Central Range is bounded by the Rába (at 
km 60) and Balaton (at km 140) tectonic lines. The low between km 240 
and km 250 is the southwestern part of the Kiskunhalas basin. Southeast of 
km 310, the basement dips toward the Újszentiván-Gyula basin.

At the northwest end of Profile-3 (Figure 10) the magnetic sources 
outcrop as indicated by the high amplitudes of the vertical magnetic pro
file. The profile crosses four principal tectonic lines: the Balaton line at km 
80, the Kapos line at km 110, the Mecsekalja line at km 180, and the Békési 
line at km 200. The position of the Paleogene basin is indicated between 
km 60 and km 80. The Örkény depression is present in the 110-130 km in
terval, and the Kiskun depression in the 145-180 km interval. At the south
eastern end, the basement dips into the Makó basin.

Profile-4 ([Figure 11) also crosses four mam tectonic lines: the Darnó 
line at km 20, the Kapos line at km 75, the Mecsekalja line at km 115, and 
the Békési line at km 170. The Vatta-Maklár trough is in the 50-55 km in
terval. The eastern part of the Jászság basin is in the 85-120 km interval. 
The basement at the southern end of the profile dips into the Békés basin, 
which is part of the Szeged-Békés zone (Figure 2).

The upper crust beneath the Pannonian basin consists of pre-Alpine 
metamorphic and sedimentary rocks. It is very probable that where the ver
tical depth bars extend below a depth of 18-19 km, the Curie isotherm is
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present. If, following OKUBO et al. [1985], the Curie temperature ranges 
from 500 to 600 °C, the geothermal gradient can be calculated. Between 
depths of 18-24 km, the calculated low and high geothermal gradients are 
respectively 20 °C/km and 35 °C/km. These estimates thus support the ob
servation that the geothermal gradient of the Pannonian basin decreases 
with increasing depth.

4. C onclusions

In this study of magnetic profiles across the Hungarian Pannonian ba
sin, three approximately northwest-southeast profiles, and one east-west 
profile of the vertical magnetic anomaly were digitized at equidistant 1 km 
intervals. Two magnetic anomaly sampling lengths —  31 and 127 km —  
were used in order to study not just the shallow magnetic sources already 
known from the region but possible deeper sources to the Curie point iso
therm. This study located a shallow magnetic source layer between hori
zons at 2 km and 4 to 5 km depths and a deeper layer between horizons that 
are as shallow as 4 km and as deep as 24 km. The greatest depths are be
lieved to be the Curie point. Offsets and/or abrupt changes at depths where 
the magnetic profiles cross Hungary’s principal tectonic lines prove, for 
the first time by magnetic methods, that these tectonic lines penetrate the 
full thickness of the upper crust. It is envisaged that the future use of this 
method, utilizing two magnetic anomaly lengths, will be helpful in tectonic 
studies of Hungary and elsewhere.
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Magyarországi mágneses hatók mélységének eloszlása négy vertikális 
mágneses szelvény mentén

KIS Károly, William B. AGOCS, Arthur A. MEYERHOFF

A Pannon-medencének Magyarország területére eső , négy, 1 km távolsággal mintavételezett, 
vertikális mágneses szelvénye, összesen 1124 km hosszúságban került feldolgozásra. A feldolgozás 
célja a mágneses hatók mélységének meghatározása spektrális analízissel. A számítások során 
31 km-es illetve 127 kn>es átfedő szelvényrészletek kerültek feldolgozásra. A mélységbecslés a 
rövidebb szelvényrészletek esetében 5 km-ként, míg a hosszabb szelvényrészletek esetében 10 kin
ként történt. A meghatározott mélységek mind a négy szelvény esetében 2 km és 4-5 km körüli 
mélységeket mutattak, míg a hosszabb szelvényrészletekből meghatározott mélységek 6-16 km-es 
intervallumban jelentkeztek. A hatók alsó mélysége néhány helyen eléri a 25 km-t. Ez valószínűleg 
a Curie izoterma mélysége.

A tektonikai vonalak, általában mély vetőzónák, nagyobb mélységbe (a felső kéregbe) történő 
folytatása a jelen módszerrel kimutatható. A spektrális módszerrel meghatározott mélységek össze
hasonlíthatók a más tanulmányokban megjelent eredményekkel. Ez az összehasonlítás támasztja alá 
a nagyobb mélységekre vonatkozó meghatározások hatékonyságát.
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